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Fast and accurate judgment of whether another person is making eye contact or not
is crucial for our social interaction. As affective states have been shown to influence
social perceptions and judgments, we investigated the influence of observers’ own
affective states and trait anxiety on their eye contact judgments. In two experiments,
participants were required to judge whether animated faces (Experiment 1) and real
faces (Experiment 2) with varying gaze angles were looking at them or not. Participants
performed the task in pleasant, neutral, and unpleasant odor conditions. The results
from two experiments showed that eye contact judgments were not modulated by
observers’ affective state, yet participants with higher levels of social anxiety accepted
a wider range of gaze deviations from the direct gaze as eye contact. We conclude that
gaze direction judgments depend on individual differences in affective predispositions,
yet they are not amenable to situational affective influences.
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INTRODUCTION
Fast and accurate discrimination of where another person is looking at, especially the judgment of
whether another individual is making eye contact or not, is an important skill supporting social
interaction. Not only humans use their eyes to capture visual information, but also to signal their
social intentions (for a review, see Kleinke, 1986), and specialized neural systems subserve visual
and social aspects of gaze processing (Nummenmaa and Calder, 2009).
Emotions influence how people think about and understand others and themselves in
social settings (Forgas, 2000). Face perception and particularly perception of facial expressions
is modulated by concurrent affective information emanating, for example, from the sender
themselves as well as from the contextual information related to the physical environment and
other surrounding people (for a review, see Wieser and Brosch, 2012). Perceivers’ own emotions
also influence their perception of others’ facial expressions. Negative emotional state facilitates
recognition of negative facial expressions and positive emotional state facilitates recognition
of positive facial expressions (Schiffenbauer, 1974; Terwot et al., 1991; Bouhuys et al., 1995;
Niedenthal et al., 2000; Leppänen and Hietanen, 2003; Forgas and East, 2008; Zhou and Chen, 2009;
Schmid and Mast, 2010). Altogether these findings indicate that recognition of facial expressions is
facilitated by affectively congruent contexts and perceivers’ emotions.
As eyes are the most salient feature in the face and gaze direction is a rich source of socially
relevant information, a surprisingly limited number of studies have investigated the impact of
emotion on gaze perception. Some previous studies have investigated gaze direction and eye
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contact perception in the context of emotional facial expressions.
These studies have reported that averted gaze is identified faster
when the face is fearful rather than angry, while direct gaze is
identified faster when the face is angry rather than fearful (Adams
and Franklin, 2009). Lobmaier et al. (2008, 2013) and Lobmaier
and Perrett (2011) conducted a series of studies investigating
the effects of facial expressions on perceived gaze direction. In
these studies, they presented face pictures with different facial
expressions and gaze angles to participants. Participants were
required to judge whether the face was looking at them or
not, or to indicate the perceived gaze direction by moving a
slider. The results indicated that participants were more likely
to interpret happy faces as looking at them as compared to
angry, fearful, or neutral faces. Taken together, these studies
suggested that gaze direction perception was modulated by
contextual affective information provided by the gaze sender’s
facial expression.
However, it remains unresolved whether gaze perception
would be influenced by an observer’s own affective state, and
the present study was designed to answer this question. As
a communicative social signal, gaze direction both signals
a sender’s approach-avoidance tendencies and activates
corresponding motivational tendencies in the observer, thus,
strongly regulating social connectedness (Argyle and Cook,
1976; Adams and Kleck, 2003, 2005; Hietanen et al., 2008;
Wirth et al., 2010). Positive affect is associated with approach
behavior and, thus, enhances a tendency of being cooperative and
socializing, while a negative affect is associated with avoidance
and leads to the opposite (Isen, 1987; Davidson et al., 1990;
Davidson, 1996). Therefore, it could be expected that a person
in a positive affective state would seek and perceive more social
communication signals, i.e., more eye contact, as compared to a
person in neutral and negative affective states.
To the best of our knowledge, there are no previous
studies investigating the perceiver’s affective state on gaze
perception. However, some affect-related traits, such as social
anxiety, have been demonstrated to modulate individuals’
gaze perception. Individuals with social anxiety are prone to
overestimate direct gaze from others (Gamer et al., 2011;
Schulze et al., 2013; Bolt et al., 2014). Additionally, there are
some studies investigating the influence of perceivers’ affect
on their own gaze behavior. One study demonstrated that
compared with the controls, individuals with induced positive
affect established eye contact more often, whereas participants
with induced negative affect had less frequent and shorter
periods of eye contact with a confederate (Natale, 1977). Similar
findings were reported in studies with clinically diagnosed
patients. Depressed patients have been found to maintain
shorter periods of eye contact and show more gaze aversion
compared to control participants (Hinchliffe et al., 1970; Waxer,
1974).
In two experiments of the present study, we investigated
the effects of a perceiver’s affective state on eye contact
judgments. Additionally, we measured participants’ social anxiety
in Experiment 2 to assess the potential interplay between affective
state and trait variables. Pleasant, neutral, and unpleasant odors
were used to induce corresponding affective states. Previous
studies have demonstrated that olfactory stimuli are effective
in influencing mood, reflected on both physiological and
self-reported measures (Campenni et al., 2004; Herz, 2009;
Porcherot et al., 2010). Importantly, manipulating affect by
odors is unobtrusive and can be done simultaneously when
participants are performing different tasks. Thus it is well suited
for laboratory studies on emotion–cognition interactions. Odor-
induced affects also modulate individuals’ cognitive processes and
behavior (for a review, see Herz, 2002). Recognition of facial
expressions has been shown to be facilitated when the odor
context is affectively congruent with the expressions (Leppänen
and Hietanen, 2003; Leleu et al., 2015), and odors can also
influence the likability ratings of neutral faces (Li et al., 2007).
Furthermore, studies have reported effects of odors on people’s
approach-avoidance tendencies (for a brief review, see Holland
et al., 2005; Zemke and Shoemaker, 2007). For example, a study
on consumer behavior indicated that inoffensive scents (e.g.,
certain floral scents) compared to no scent in the environment,
increased customers’ intentions to visit the store (Spangenberg
et al., 1996). Pleasant ambient scents have also been shown to
increase social interaction behaviors, e.g., eye contact, physical
contact, and conversation, compared to a no scent condition
(Zemke and Shoemaker, 2007). Thus, this evidence suggested
that odors are well suited affect-inducers for the purpose of the
present study.
EXPERIMENT 1
In Experiment 1, participants viewed computer-generated faces
with varying gaze angles and were required to judge whether
the face was looking at them or not. Participants’ affective state
was manipulated with pleasant, neutral, and unpleasant odors.
To investigate the effect of odor-induced affects on eye contact
judgments, we analyzed the width of gaze cone. Gaze cone refers
to a width of gaze direction range perceived as eye contact and it
has been used as a dependent variable in many previous studies
investigating eye contact perception (e.g., Gamer and Hecht,
2007; Ewbank et al., 2009; Gamer et al., 2011; Uono and Hietanen,
2015; Lyyra et al., 2016). We expected that participants induced to
have a positive affective state, as compared to neutral and negative
affective states, would be prone to perceive a wider range of gaze




Twenty-four participants (19 females, age range 19–34 years,
mean 23 years) with self-reported normal or corrected-to-normal
vision, normal sense of smell, and without any neurological
or psychiatric diagnosis were recruited. All participants were
informed about the general procedure of the experiment and
they signed a consent form. They were requested not to wear
any perfume or other products with strong smell. After the
experiment, participants were given a movie ticket for their
participation. The research protocol was approved by the Ethics
Committee of the Tampere region.
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FIGURE 1 | Examples of gaze direction stimuli in Experiment 1 (A) and Experiment 2 (B).
Stimuli
For odor stimuli, pyridine (Merck, 0.1% dilution), lemon
essential oil (1% dilution), and water were used as an unpleasant,
pleasant, and neutral odor, respectively. Pyridine and lemon
essential oil have been effectively used as unpleasant and pleasant
odors in prior studies (Leppänen and Hietanen, 2003). For gaze
direction stimuli, eight characters (four males and four females)
with nine different gaze angles (direct gaze and gaze averted 2, 4,
6, and 8◦ toward left and right) were created using a 3D animation
software [Digital Art Zone (Daz) 3D Studio1] (Figure 1A). To
avoid potential influence of facial asymmetry, all original stimuli
were also presented horizontally flipped.
Procedure
The experiment was run using a fully within-subjects design.
It consisted of three odor conditions, and the trials in each
condition were presented in two blocks. The procedure in
each condition was identical except that the odor was either
unpleasant, pleasant, or neutral. The order of the odor conditions
was counterbalanced between the participants. Before each
condition, the experimenter prepared the odor apparatus.
A container with a clean cotton swab inside was attached on a
chinrest so that the swab was 7–8 cm away from the participant’s
nose. Two milliliter of odor solution was dropped on the cotton
at the beginning of each odor condition and 1 ml of liquid
was added on the cotton between the blocks in order to keep
the level of smell constant. A small air pump was connected
to the bottom of the container to blow air into the container
continuously during the experiment. Participants wore earmuffs
to block low-frequency noise coming from the air pump. After
each odor condition, participants took a 5-min break outside the
testing room. The experimenter opened the windows until there
1http://www.daz3d.com
was no detectable odor left in the room and then prepared the
next odor condition. The air conditioning was always on in the
testing room.
Each condition consisted of 80 trials with an equal number
of 0, 2, 4, 6, and 8◦ averted gaze (half left/half right) trials. On
each trial, a fixation cross was presented first in the center of
the screen for 800 ms. This was followed by the presentation of
the gaze stimulus for 150 ms. After the stimulus disappeared,
participants were asked to make two judgments: first they judged
whether the face was looking at them or not by pressing “1”
or “2,” and immediately after this they evaluated the strength
of their feeling of whether the face made eye contact or not
on a 3-point scale (strong, intermediate, and weak) by pressing
“1,” “2,” or “3.” The task was not paced, but response time
(RT) was limited to 7 s. Participants gave responses with the
numeric keypad on the right side of the keyboard. Response key
mapping for the ‘looks at me’ task was counterbalanced across
participants. After the participant’s second response, there was
a 500-ms interval before the next trial. After each condition,
participants rated the pleasantness of the odor using a scale
ranging from 1 (unpleasant) to 9 (pleasant) presented on a
computer screen.
Data Analysis
A one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was conducted on
the odor ratings. For the eye contact judgment, five participants
were excluded from the analysis because the manipulation check
showed no differences in pleasantness ratings between odors for
these participants. For computing the width of gaze cone, the
proportion of looking-at-me responses was first calculated for
each gaze angle separately in each odor condition. By using a
binary logistic regression model for the proportion of looking-
at-me responses data, the point at which a gaze stimulus had
equal probabilities to be subjectively judged as eye contact or
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gaze aversion was calculated. This angle can be interpreted as
the width of gaze deviation angle that an individual accepts
as eye contact, i.e., gaze cone (Ewbank et al., 2009; Uono and
Hietanen, 2015). Even though previous studies have suggested
a symmetrical horizontal gaze cone (Vida and Maurer, 2012), it
is still possible that left and right gaze cones are asymmetrically
influenced by affective state. Thus, the width of gaze cone was
calculated separately for gaze averted to the left and right. Because
of the positive skew of the distribution of the angles, the gaze cone
data were first normalized with a log10 transformation and then
entered into a repeated-measures ANOVA with odor (pleasant,
neutral, and unpleasant) and gaze direction (left and right) as
within-subject factors. Responses to looking at me responses and
the eye contact strength data were combined to range from 1
to 6 (1 = not looking at me, strong impression; 2 = not looking
at me, intermediate impression; 3 = not looking at me, weak
impression; 4 = looking at me, weak impression; 5 = looking
at me, intermediate impression; 6 = looking at me, strong
impression) and analyzed with a 3 (odor) × 5 (gaze angle) × 2
(gaze direction) ANOVA.
For violations of sphericity, a Huynh-Feldt correction
procedure was applied. Least significant difference (LSD) test was
performed for all multiple comparisons. For the sake of brevity,
uncorrected degrees of freedom were reported. All statistical
analyses were performed using the SPSS package.
Result and Discussion
For the subjective pleasantness ratings, a one-way ANOVA
showed a significant effect of odor, F(2,46) = 72.22, p < 0.001,
η2p = 0.758. Pairwise comparisons revealed that the smell of
lemon (M = 7.08, SE = 0.27) was rated as significantly more
pleasant than water (M= 4.75, SE= 0.16, p< 0.001) and water, in
turn, was rated more pleasant than pyridine (M= 2.92, SE= 0.26,
p< 0.001).
The ANOVA on gaze cone width showed that the main effect
of odor condition was not significant, F(2,36) = 0.76, p = 0.473,
η2p = 0.041, and there was no main effect of gaze direction
(p = 0.339) or interaction between odor condition and gaze
direction (p = 0.281) either (see Figure 2A). The proportions of
looking-at-me responses for the nine gaze angles as a function
of odor condition are presented in the Supplementary Table S1.
For the eye contact strength rating data (Figure 2B), the analysis
expectedly showed a main effect of gaze angle, F(4,72) = 188.50,
p < 0.001, η2p = 0.913. The strength of the eye contact feeling
decreased with larger deviations of gaze angle from the direct
gaze. Again, there was no main effect of odor condition or
gaze direction (p = 0.754 and p = 0.284, respectively) or
interactions involving odor condition, gaze angle, and gaze
direction (p= 0.551, p= 0.640, p= 0.689, and p= 0.611).
Experiment 1 showed no effect of affective state on eye contact
judgments. This was true both for the analyses based on the
width of gaze cone and on the eye-contact strength ratings.
The odor ratings indicated that our odor manipulation was,
however, successful and a large number of previous studies
have demonstrated the effect of odors on emotion, cognition,
and behavior (for a review, see Herz, 2002). Particularly, a
study using an identical odor manipulation procedure with the
present experiment showed that participants recognized happy
faces faster than faces expressing disgust in a pleasant odor
context, whereas a reversed pattern of results was observed in
an unpleasant odor context (Leppänen and Hietanen, 2003). One
possibility for the lack of the odor effect could be that, although
the gaze stimuli were briefly presented (150 ms), the participants
were nevertheless given quite a long time to give their responses
after the stimuli (7 s). Thus, the participants had ample time to
evaluate the looking direction of the presented gaze stimulus and
it is possible that this diminished the effect of odor context on eye
contact judgments. To deal with this problem, in Experiment 2,
we measured RTs and asked participants to respond as fast as
possible.
It is also possible that the present results were affected
by a confounding variable, i.e., by participants’ level of social
anxiousness. Gamer et al. (2011) investigated gaze cone width
in clinical samples with social anxiety. The results indicated
that, compared to controls, participants with social anxiety
showed a wider gaze cone, i.e., they were more likely to perceive
averted gazes as being directed at them (Gamer et al., 2011).
Through a web-based approach, another study showed a positive
relationship between social anxiety and the direct gaze judgment:
individuals with higher social anxiety scores had a stronger
feeling to be looked at by others (Schulze et al., 2013). There is
even evidence that, in participants with social anxiety disorder,
FIGURE 2 | (A) Mean left and right gaze cone width with standard errors (SEs). (B) Mean strength of eye contact (±SE) for nine gaze angles as a function of three
odor conditions.
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the reduction of social anxiety symptoms as a result of Cognitive
Behavioral Therapy is accompanied by decrease of the width
of gaze cone (Harbort et al., 2013). Thus, social anxiety may
have played an important, modulatory role in gaze perception in
Experiment 1. Therefore, we took social anxiety into account in
Experiment 2.
EXPERIMENT 2
In Experiment 2, participants were required to judge five different
gaze directions as either looking-at-me or not looking-at-me as
fast as possible. Like in Experiment 1, the task was performed in
three different affective contexts. We expected that such a setting
would pressure participants to exhibit less controlled responses
and, therefore, the task would be more sensitive to the influence
of the odor context. Additionally, real faces instead of animated
faces were used in Experiment 2 to increase realism of the stimuli.
We also included the Social Phobia Scale (SPS, Mattick and
Clarke, 1998) to control the potential influence of social anxiety.
Materials and Methods
Participants
The recruitment procedures and inclusion criteria of participants
were identical with those in Experiment 1. Twenty-eight
participants (22 females, age range 20–39 years, mean 25 years)
were enrolled in the present experiment.
Stimuli
Considering that, in Experiment 1, 5 participants (out of 24) did
not show differences in their pleasantness ratings between odors,
we increased the intensity of unpleasant odor (to 0.6% dilution)
and replaced lemon with orange essential oil (1% dilution). Like
in Experiment 1, water was used as a neutral odor. For gaze
direction stimuli, grayscale photographic images of six Finnish
persons (three males and three females) with five different gaze
angles (direct gaze, 4 and 8◦ averted toward left and right) were
selected from a set of stimuli prepared for a study by Uono
and Hietanen (2015) (Figure 1B). All original stimuli were also
presented horizontally flipped to avoid any potential influence of
facial asymmetry.
Procedure
The procedures regarding the odor manipulation and block
order were identical with those in Experiment 1. In each odor
condition, the trials were presented in two blocks. Each block
consisted of 48 trials with an equal number of direct, 4 and 8◦
averted gaze faces. On each experimental trial, first a fixation
cross was presented in the center of the screen for 500 ms.
This was followed by the presentation of the gaze stimulus for
500 ms. Participants were required to respond whether they felt
that the person was “looking at me” or not as fast and accurate
as possible by pressing “D” or “K” on the keyboard. They were
allowed to give their response within a time-window of 3500 ms
starting from the stimulus onset. Response key location was
counterbalanced across participants. The inter-trial interval was
1000 ms. After each condition, participants were required to
rate the pleasantness of the odor from 1 to 9 (1 = unpleasant,
9= pleasant).
After the computer task, all participants completed the Social
Phobia Scale (SPS) which consists of 20 items and each item is
rated on a five-point Likert scale ranging from 0 (not at all) to 4
(extremely) (Mattick and Clarke, 1998).
Data Analysis
A one-way ANOVA was conducted on the odor ratings. For the
eye contact judgment, four participants were excluded from the
analysis because the manipulation check showed no differences
in pleasantness ratings between odors for these participants. Two
more participants were excluded due to low response accuracy for
direct and 8◦ averted gaze (69 and 64%, respectively). For each
participant, we calculated both the gaze cone width and the RT
for each gaze angle (separately for the gaze averted to the left and
right) in each odor condition. A repeated-measures ANOVA with
odor condition and gaze direction as within-subject factors was
performed on the gaze cone data. For the RT data, the data from
trials with incorrect responses to the gaze directions (16%) and
trials with response latencies shorter than 2.5 standard deviations
(SDs) below or longer than 2.5 SDs above each participant’s
mean (1.7%) were excluded. The averaged RT data were first
normalized with a log10 transformation and then entered into
a 3 (odor condition: pleasant, neutral, and unpleasant) × 3 (gaze
angle: 0, 4, and 8◦)× 2 (gaze direction: left, right) ANOVA.
The possible modulating influence of social anxiety on gaze
cone width in different odor conditions was investigated using
an analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) with odor condition and
gaze direction as repeated-measures factors and SPS score as a
covariate.
Results and Discussion
For the pleasantness ratings of odors, there was a significant
effect of odor, F(2,54) = 65.62, p < 0.001, η2p = 0.709. Pairwise
comparisons revealed that the smell of orange (M = 6.07,
SE = 0.35) was rated as significantly more pleasant than water
(M = 4.71, SE = 0.18, p = 0.001) and water, in turn, was rated
more pleasant than pyridine (M = 2.04, SE= 0.21, p< 0.001).
The ANOVA on gaze cone width showed no main effect
of odor condition, F(2,42) = 0.78, p = 0.467, η2p = 0.036.
Additionally, there was no main effect of gaze direction
(p = 0.389) or interaction between odor condition and gaze
direction (p = 0.773) (Figure 3A). The proportions of looking-
at-me responses for the five gaze angles as a function of odor
condition are presented in the Supplementary Table S2. For the
RT data (Figure 3B), there was a main effect of gaze angle,
F(2,42)= 20.03, p< 0.001, η2p = 0.488. Overall, participants were
faster to respond to 8◦ averted gaze (M = 696 ms, SE = 38.21)
than to direct gaze (M= 741 ms, SE= 36.63, p= 0.006) and to 4◦
averted gaze (M = 762 ms, SE = 41.32, p < 0.001). Importantly,
there was no main effect of odor condition or gaze direction
(p = 0.639 and p = 0.845, respectively) or interactions involving
odor condition, gaze angle, and gaze direction (p = 0.168,
p= 0.283, p= 0.964, and p= 0.596).
The ANCOVA on gaze cone width showed that there was no
main effect of odor condition or gaze direction (p = 0.797 and
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FIGURE 3 | (A) Mean left and right gaze cone width with SEs. (B) Mean response times (RTs) (±SE) for five gaze angles as a function of three odor conditions.
FIGURE 4 | The relationship between gaze cone width and SPS scores.
The regression line (solid line) and upper and lower 95% CIs (dashed line) are
shown.
p = 0.333, respectively) or interaction involving odor condition,
gaze direction, and social anxiety score (p = 0.291, p = 0.756,
p = 0.213, and p = 0.303). Importantly, the results revealed a
significant main effect of social anxiety, F(1,20)= 4.34, p= 0.050,
η2p = 0.178. A correlation analysis between each participant’s gaze
cone width (left and right gaze cone combined and averaged
across odor conditions) and SPS scores showed a positive
correlation between gaze cone width and SPS scores (r = 0.422,
p = 0.025, one-tailed) (Figure 4). Thus, participants with higher
levels of social anxiety tended to have a wider gaze cone, that is to
say, they were more likely to perceive a gaze as being directed at
them. The correlation between each participant’s average RT and
SPS score was not significant (r = 0.287, p= 0.196).
Finally, in order to increase the power of statistical testing,
we pooled the left and right gaze cone width data from
Experiments 1 and 2 and performed a repeated-measures
ANOVA. Again, the results showed no main effect of odor
condition (p = 0.235), main effect of gaze direction (p = 0.494)
or interaction between odor condition and gaze direction
(p = 0.458). From the pooled data, we also analyzed the 95%
confidence intervals (CIs) for the differences between the odor
conditions. These were: −0.7 ≤ CI (µpleasant − µneutral) ≤ 2.5;
−0.8 ≤ CI (µpleasant − µunpleasant) ≤ 1.7; −1.2 ≤ CI
(µneutral − µunpleasant) ≤ 0.4. These CIs are rather small
indicating that with a high probability there were no differences
in gaze cone width between different odor conditions.
In Experiment 2, we analyzed both gaze cone width and
the RTs to eye contact judgment in pleasant, neutral, and
unpleasant odor conditions. The results replicated the findings
of Experiment 1: eye contact judgments were not modulated by
perceivers’ affective state, even after controlling for social anxiety
scores. In addition, the present experiment replicated the results
of previous studies showing that participants with higher levels of
social anxiety interpreted wider gaze deviations from a true direct
gaze as an eye contact (Gamer et al., 2011; Schulze et al., 2013).
GENERAL DISCUSSION
Our main finding was that across two experiments, neither
positive nor negative affective state influenced eye contact
judgment. Instead, individual differences in social anxiety
were associated with eye contact judgments, with high
anxiety leading to more liberal criterion in the gaze contact
detection.
We start discussing these findings by asking first how affective
states come to influence our social judgments. It has been
suggested that individuals’ own affective states may be used as
diagnostic information when making social judgments regarding
other people, because it provides information about the elicited
action tendencies toward others (Schwarz, 1990; Forgas, 1995;
Gendolla, 2000). For example, in judging the likability of
another person, individuals with a positive affect mistakenly
interpret their own positive affect as their feeling about the
judged person, and evaluate the target person more positively
when in a happy rather than a sad mood (Gendolla, 2000;
Schwarz, 2000). Another possibility is that an affective state
may activate associated concepts, words, themes, and inference
rules, and these activated representations will become more
likely to be accessed in subsequent judgments (Bower et al.,
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1983). Consequently, “these mental sets then act as interpretive
filters of reality” and bias individuals’ social judgments (Bower
et al., 1983, p. 395). Via these mechanisms, affective states
lead to affect-congruent judgments. Thus, affective states may
influence, for example, predictions regarding the weather (sunny-
rainy), one’s own future (optimistic-pessimistic), the likability
ratings of a neutral face (likable–dislikable), and the recognition
of facial expressions (happy–sad) (Johnson and Tversky, 1983;
Bower, 1991; Mayer et al., 1992; Bouhuys et al., 1995; Li
et al., 2007). However, if the judgment to-be-made as such is
not strongly associated with a positive or negative affect, the
affective state may not exert its influence on the judgment.
Indeed, this may be the case in the present study regarding
the eye contact judgment: Evaluating whether another person
is looking at me or not is not an affective judgment as
such. Therefore, the present results suggest that the affective
congruency effects, whether based on affect as information type of
explanations (Schwarz and Clore, 1983) or spreading activation
theories (Bower, 1981), exert strong influences in instances
where the social judgment as such is affect-related, but less so
in situations where the social decision is devoid of affective
contents.
The present results also suggest that, in contrast to a relatively
robust congruency effects in affective judgments (Bower, 1981;
Mayer et al., 1992), corresponding congruency effect is absent
for approach-avoidance motivation. We hypothesized that by
inducing positive (approach) and negative (avoidance) affective
states in individuals, we could influence participants’ evaluations
of others’ approach/avoidance tendencies inferred from their
eye gaze. The present results, however, imply that approach
and avoidance motivation does not sensitize an observer to
perceive congruent social signals in their environment similarly
as affects do. This accords with recent data showing that when
recognizing morphed expressions of anger, an unpleasant (versus
pleasant or neutral) odor significantly lowered the morphing
threshold required for accurate recognition (Leleu et al.,
2015). Thus, even if the unpleasant odor context had induced
avoidance motivation in the participants, they, nevertheless,
were more sensitive to valence-congruent, but motivation-
incongruent facial expression of anger. Anger is considered to be
an affectively negative emotion, but associated with an approach
motivation (for a brief review, see Harmon-Jones and Sigelman,
2001).
Affect-related states, such as stress, social anxiety, and feelings
of ostracism, increase the likelihood of interpreting a gaze as
looking toward the self (Gamer et al., 2011; Rimmele and
Lobmaier, 2012; Schulze et al., 2013; Lyyra et al., 2016). If
affective states do not influence judgments of gaze direction, as
postulated above, how then these studies have shown the effect?
The reason likely relates to that although all these states involve
(negative) affects, the affective state per se was not the cause
for the biases in the gaze direction judgments. For example,
stress occurs when individuals perceive that they do not have
sufficient sources to cope with a threatening or a demanding
situation (Cohen et al., 1983). In such situations, it is adaptive
to become more alert and self-centered and, consequently,
individuals are more likely to interpret another person’s gaze
as directed toward themselves (Rimmele and Lobmaier, 2012).
Social anxiety is characterized by an intense fear and avoidance
of social situations in which an individual may be scrutinized
by others (American Psychiatric Association, 2013) and, at the
same time, individuals with social anxiety also show biases
in information processing which drives them more likely to
interpret social situations in a negative way (Clark and McManus,
2002). Indeed, compared to controls, individuals with social
anxiety experience eye contact as aversive (Myllyneva et al.,
2015), and are also prone to interpret a gaze direction as being
directed at them (Gamer et al., 2011; Schulze et al., 2013).
Being ostracized does not only evoke negative affect, but also
lowers one’s experience of fulfillment of the basic needs (e.g.,
belongingness) (Wirth et al., 2010). Lyyra et al. (2016) suggested
that socially excluded individuals are biased toward gaze contact
detection due to their need for reaffiliation. Thus, even though
previous research has shown increased eye contact perception
caused by stress, social anxiety, and feelings of ostracism, these
studies cannot be considered as having provided evidence that
affective states as such would influence the gaze direction
judgments.
Although the present results did not show the influence of
affective state on eye-contact judgments, we found a statistically
significant correlation between the width of gaze cone and
self-reported social anxiety. In accordance with prior studies,
participants with higher levels of social anxiety accepted a wider
range of gaze directions as eye contact (Gamer et al., 2011; Jun
et al., 2013; Schulze et al., 2013).
Frick (1995) proposed a good-effort criterion for accepting
the null hypothesis. He suggested that once a good effort
has been made to find the effect but none has been found,
the null hypothesis should be accepted. An objective criterion
for a good effort is demonstrating a related effect (Frick,
1995). In our study, we demonstrated this by finding a
significant positive correlation between gaze cone width and
social anxiety. This related effect indicated that the present
study was methodologically sound, it had a sufficient number of
participants and trials, and the variances were well-controlled.
Furthermore, the CIs analyzed from the data pooled across
Experiments 1 and 2 were small; small CIs have also been
considered as one of the criteria of good effort to find an effect
(Frick, 1995).
A limitation of the present study is that although we used a
valence based classification in our odor manipulation conditions
(positive, neutral, and negative), it is a fact that distinct emotions
with the same valence differentially influence thoughts and
judgments (Raghunathan and Pham, 1999; Lerner and Keltner,
2000). For example, people’s assessments of risk probabilities have
been shown to be positively related to their level of dispositional
fear but negatively related to their level of dispositional anger
(Lerner and Keltner, 2000). The authors explained their findings
by suggesting that each emotion activated a corresponding
appraisal pattern. This appraisal pattern automatically guided
subsequent perceptions and judgments. For example, fear
activated an appraisal tendency to perceive negative events as
uncertain and outside of personal control, and consequently led
to pessimistic risk perception. On the contrary, anger activated
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an appraisal tendency to perceive negative events as certain
and under personal control, consequently leading to optimistic
perceptions (Smith and Ellsworth, 1985; Lerner and Keltner,
2000). In the present studies, we manipulated the affective
context by using olfactory stimuli of lemon/orange, water, and
pyridine. The smell of pyridine was unpleasant and negative to
the participants, as shown by their self-ratings, and, for most
people, the smell was specifically disgusting. Thus, it is likely
that it automatically activated a different appraisal tendency as
compared to other emotions with negative valence, e.g., sadness,
anger, and fear. Future studies should investigate the eye contact
perception with a broader variety of induced emotions.
CONCLUSION
We conclude that observers’ affective state does not influence
their eye contact judgments. The results were consistent when
considering both the width of gaze cone and RTs, and across two
experiments using both animated and real face pictures as stimuli.
Consistent with previous studies, our study, however, showed a
positive relationship between gaze cone width and social anxiety.
We suggest that affective states are not likely to influence social
judgments if the judgments per se are not related to evaluations
involving the dimension of affective valence.
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